Scorched by Hell Fire

A most terrifying hell fire is now starting to lick at the heels of increasing millions who are panicking as they emotionally run faster and faster, looking for any man-made escape routes they can find to get away from the growing terrors all around them. Many are professing Christians who, for one reason or another, are not getting the picture that others of us are getting on why we’re all in trouble. But rather than look more deeply as some of us have done, they are hoping to somehow hide from what most of them even now know is all coming at us as a wrath upon a wicked world from and angry YHWH.

Their torment under all the various plagues and judgments is becoming unbearable for most of them while this wrath is falling ever faster and harder as if all the problems were literal huge hailstones of weight upon them—falling somewhat symbolically in a reign of terror which is (so far) mostly all psychological warfare, but coming in waves of terror nonetheless with the same ferocity as the fire and brimstone of the days of Sodom—a true hell fire of biblical proportions coming down all around them. Yet no matter how terrified these people seem to become in seeing these endlessly horrific threats coming at them from so many angles, it is even more horribly amazing that they seem to fear losing their mark of the beast with an even greater terror, holding on to their beast status for dear life and thereby blaspheming the God of Heaven in their publicly professed idolatry, rather than so needfully repenting to YHWH to save their very lives and souls.

And the fourth angel poured out his vial upon the sun [to bring it into the greatest light]; and power was given unto him to scorch men with fire. (9) And men were scorched with great heat, and blasphemed the name of God, which hath power over these plagues: and they repented not to give him glory. (10) And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the seat of the beast [the papacy and all of its global political partners, public servants, etc]; and his kingdom was full of darkness; and they gnawed their tongues for pain, (11) And blasphemed the God of heaven because of their pains and their sores, and repented not of their deeds.

-Revelation 16:8-11

But is this a literal physical fire that is yet to come? …or could it be the Word of YHWH, sent through the last of His faithful, a very tiny number of faithful who had refused to compromise, yet standing and yet preaching a message of repentance that nary a soul had heeded, where now the plagues of YHWH’s fire and brimstone may come seven fold?

“Is not my word like as a fire? saith YHWH” (ref. Jeremiah 23:29)

“And I will set my face against you, and ye shall be slain before your enemies: they that hate you shall reign over you; and ye shall flee when none pursueth you. (18) And if ye will not yet for all this hearken unto me, then I will punish you seven times more for your sins. (19) And I will break the pride of your power; and I will make your heaven as iron, and your earth as brass: (20) And your strength shall be spent in vain: for your land shall not yield her increase, neither shall the trees of the land yield their fruits. (21) And if ye walk contrary unto me, and will not hearken unto me; I will bring seven times more plagues upon you according to your sins.”

Leviticus 26:17-21
Yet this fire and brimstone is not just a plague of satanic death and destruction in a physical sense, but also a plague of mass spiritual conviction of their sins upon millions or perhaps billions who have yet to wisely seek the full truth and then properly “choose sides” in this newly begun final world war. This truly is a war on the scale of none before it, a war that is simply between YHWH and satan, between the hosts of heaven and the fallen angels in hell, and between the saints and the satan worshipers, where as never more profound than these days we can say all the more loudly that there is no such thing as a neutral ground, and as their imaginary neutral ground fades away from being the world’s safe oasis of security, the lukewarm are finding themselves cast out to then fight for dear life alongside the satanists whether they now like it or not. It’s also a threshing floor where only the most dedicated of YHWH’s faithful are going to be found pure and able to escape the growing wrath that is swelling like a high wall all around the whole of the world as this war exponentially forms around us all.

And the stars of heaven [satan and his full army of demons as a great hail] fell [in full force] unto the earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind [the four winds loosed; see Matt 24:31 & Rev 7:1]. (14) And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together [the natural sky/firmament (representing the Spirit of YHWH) shall be “put aside for a time” (as a scroll is rolled up to be “put away” after a reading) during this time of wrath; no more opportunities to hear the word of YHWH with any discernable ability; replaced with an atmosphere of beast mind control that shall take hold of all who had received (accepted; defended) their “mark of the beast” (slave contracts)]; and every mountain and island [every nation and floating society of peoples] were moved out of their places [boundaries, societal cultures have been made void and each state’s autonomy was moved to one central, global authority]. (15) And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, [All who were found convicted in their consciences in having played some part in the world’s tyranny, including every bonded ‘strawman’ along with the heathen and lukewarm who had claimed themselves free of direct beast ties yet foolishly also claimed a “sovereign status”, thus also putting themselves outside YHWH’s jurisdiction] hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains [both literally, where many elite ran underground and the remaining heathen and lukewarm sought protection under every (rock) false authority figure they had worshipped] (16) And said to the mountains and rocks [governments and false authorities; gods], Fall on us [shield us], and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne [YHWH], and from the wrath of the Lamb [His general; the Son of YHWH, Yeshua]: (17) For the great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand?

Revelation 6:13-17

These indecisive people may never have that chance again. (And at one point we are to stop praying for their physical needs, just their souls; see Jeremiah 7:16,11:14 & 14:11). They are often people we have all known who will happily sing the praises of YHWH and tell everyone what a wonderful Savior Yeshua is, how we must follow Him, etc, but they somehow can’t find the faith to let go of their loyalty and remaining alliances to satan’s system, following instead an inner instinct to “save themselves”, “run from the wrath”, etc.

They cry that we are too serious, too pressuring, too fanatical (you name it, I have heard all of the nastier pejoratives in increasing ways), and they then consensually reassure one another that their lesser levels of faith are “good enough”, and that our minority-delivered warnings of impending doom for the “lukewarm” are not something that their loving God would put them through, even when they read Revelation 3:16 in black and white. But how else would one separate the fearful from the faithful, but with an extremely overwhelming test of such faith?
Millions of believers are failing this test even as we speak, and may not even see the reality of this even being such a test till the bodies start dropping all around them.

So on it goes, this test of fire that separates the men from the boys so to speak, and the faithful are gaining talents (wisdom, peace, and confidence), while the lukewarm and heathen are feeling the first effects of a literal ‘hell fire’ punishment upon their souls, causing them to weep and gnash their teeth in their misunderstood growing heartaches, now being drawn harder and faster to the darker side of the spiritual fence, where angers are more directed at those like the preachers that are desperately trying to get them to repent, rather than at the ruling elite that are mass-murdering them and their loved ones.

Can any of these fearful people who are presently weeping and gnashing their teeth at the more serious of us still be saved? That is an answer that, with more pain in my heart than I have ever felt in my life, I wish I could somehow answer my friends, but it sure doesn’t look very good anymore for them, I have to say that.

I say this even amidst all of the resentments and anger that they are lashing out with, as I have never seen so many people this illogically drawn into such a rage before, and thereby I have to assume that they are not just being convicted of their many sins, but that they are losing the ability (Father’s Spirit) to repent of those things as well, waiting too long to reach out to the Father as He pulls away from them. The picture does not look good for them, knowing how the Father has been sending these warnings out for quite a few years now, where less and less are actually heeding those warnings, in fact many of these folks are beating the messengers with increasing determination now as well (see the parable at Matthew 21:33) where they do not seem to have the same much needed attitude towards their modern-day shepherds as the remorseful thief on the cross had towards Yeshua, but they are often instead becoming more like the other thief that continued to mock Him. The polarization that I see taking place is so saddening that I am unable to describe the pain I feel in my heart for all of these people who have, in so many ways, found reasons to distance themselves from the more serious who have been trying everything in their power, hoping to wean them into safety into YHWH’s arms with them. Their growing impatience, resentments and increasing distance is downright frightening for me to see, knowing what I see coming in Scripture.

But people are separating themselves into two camps nonetheless, where “those who have gotten victory over the beast” are starting to realize that they have no other choice but to Scripturally allow the undecided to have some of that distance that they seem to have wanted, many of them proving themselves to (at least at times) be somewhat “uninterruptably upset” (for lack of a better description), and this perhaps because they can no longer find it in themselves to feel confident that they can still “switch sides” (and are therefore taking it out on those who were trying to coax them on, begging them to not wait too long, etc), and the indecisive no longer seem to want to be around the committed, and for reasons I can only speculate on.

In general, when we said, “Please listen”, they calmly said, “Not now.” When we said, “Please PLEASE listen, they barked “Not now!”, and when we said, “PLEASE, PLEASE listen, even just for a moment”, they more recently shouted, “I hate you! Get away from me!”
I fear that their consciences are seared with a hot iron as the Scriptures say, and dread to think that there is nothing more that we can do for most of them, as the flames of hell are obviously licking at their heels, making them sweat profusely. Yet for a growing number of them, they’d rather stay bitter in their agony and blaspheme the God of Heaven via idolatry and continue in railings against all His messengers, rather than take “what little they seemeth to have” of their remaining Holy Spirit’s presence, to then stand on it with their best last strength in repentance.

The fearful are being separated from the faithful, where fire is the vehicle by which this separation process is taking place right before our very eyes in these terrifying times. Silver and gold are “tried in the fire”, where only the purest silver and gold will come out of this furnace shining for the Father, while the dross of the stubble and chaff will be burned up and scraped away (those who had lots of window dressing but little faith).

The numbers are astoundingly coming into focus just as Scripture also forewarned. The “few” are SO few, that the millions think that such a tiny harvest must be wrong of course, since they all “feel” saved, but those of us who are at peace in our more serious attachment to Him, have become fully convinced that huge numbers are not going to safely make it through this short remaining time of decision, let alone survive the following harsher wrath that’s yet to come.

Again, the fearful are being separated from the faithful:

“The just shall live by faith” (Hab. 2:4; Rom. 1:17; Gal. 3:11; Hebr. 10:38),

“For by grace are ye saved through faith.” (Eph. 2:8)

“The fearful (“cowardly”, as the NIV crowd will see the passage) … shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone” (Revelation 21:8)

“Wherefore thus saith the Holy One of Israel, Because ye despise this word, and trust in oppression and perverseness, and stay thereon: Therefore this iniquity shall be to you as a breach ready to fall, swelling out in a high wall, whose breaking cometh suddenly at an instant.” -Isaiah 30:12-13

Which side are you comfortable “staying thereon”?

One can hate YHWH’s laws, His messengers, and the pressures they put on souls hoping to get them to more seriously think about their eternities in making those decisions, or one can accept the fact that YHWH has had all the patience in the world with a race of man that (quite honestly) didn’t deserve one single day (let alone a lifetime) to make such generously offered decisions, where one might then more gratefully begin to see the love and patience there and instead begin to hate the one that such angers have created over many centuries, which is the spirit of antichrist and His system of tyranny. The choice is ours, but the time to make such a wonderful decision is perhaps near gone, if not gone already.
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